
                                       AGM   Wednesday   Wheelers August 18  th  , 2021
                                                                York Cricket Club
                                                                                                                                                                                     
                                         Minutes

Item 1.      Notice of Meeting             Opened by Secretary   Mick Lovett 12.40
Item 2.     Election of Chairperson for this meeting only    
Dave Bean    Proposed by. Patrick H. Sec. by Mick L.  
                    Unanimously accepted
Item 3.     Apologies   Adrian Setter, Peter Watson, Geoff Powner, Keith & Ann Benton. Phil 
Marsham, Andrew Richardson, Brian Davis, John Elwood, Tony Abbott, Louise Chamings
                  Attendance.  46 Members
Item   4       2019 Minutes   Mick L.    Prop John L.  Sec Bernard T.
                  Minutes unanimously accepted  
                   
Item 5.      Matters arising from minutes     ‘Head Cameras’
MickL.        Spoke to police day after AGM but although one policeman did wear one, they were not 
able to recommend any model
                  Unanimously accepted

Item 6.   Election of Committee Members
Chairperson                               Philip Sapsford         Nom. Mick L. Sec. Tony F.          Phil Sapsford        Unanimously 
Accepted                                  
Secretary                       Two candidates                     Eamon Prendergast                   Prop. Keith B,  Sec Andy C
                                                                                          Patrick Hollier                             Prop   Dave K.  Sec. Mick L.
                                         Each gave a presentation, and a vote was taken
                                        Eamon P. 7 votes           Patrick H. 44 votes          Abs 1
                                                                                                                                                  Patrick Hollier      duly Accepted

Treasurer                                    Keith Benton          Prop Andrew R.  Sec Mick L.        Keith Benton         Unanimously 
Accepted          
Runs and leader list                 Dave Bean               Prop Phil S.  Sec Mick L                 Dave Bean             Unanimously 
Accepted          
Web Master/ Reg. Officer      Adrian Setter          Prop Mick L.  Sec.  Andrew M.     Adrian Setter        Unanimously 
Accepted          
Welfare Officer                         Louise Chamings    Prop Judy W, Sec Geoff P,            Louise Chamings   Unanimously 
Accepted    
               
Item 7.    Reports
Chairperson’s Report           Dave Bean
Welcome to the Wednesday Wheelers 2021 AGM.
A very warm welcome to all new cyclists who have joined us.
I would be grateful if all Wheelers ensure they have filled in the attendance form which is being passed 
around. Just a reminder that all W Wheelers must be members of Cycling UK. Also, a reminder that a 
maximum of three rides are allowed before the requirement to join Cycling UK. Details on the ‘Join Us’ section 
of the Website. Leader’s volunteers are low, and we need more volunteers

(This prompted much discussion on what is expected of leaders and Patrick Hollier referred to the Cycling UK
website which we follow with some minor amendments. These will be issued on the WW website in due 
course.)



Review of the Year (18 months)

What a strange and hopefully unique period in the history of the W Wheelers it has been due to the COVID 
epidemic!
The Christmas Lunch 2019 was well attended, and we had a great time. Having been allocated a separate 
room, it allowed us to have a great sing song.
The Award of Best Café of the year was presented to the Fiddle Drill Café Goodmanham.
The last group rides took place on March 2020 due to pandemic restrictions. One benefit, however, was quiet 
roads for loan rides! Thank goodness things are slowly returning to some form of normality. It may take, I feel 
sometime for things to settle down.
Recently some Group One W Wheelers completed the LEJOG, and Jim Wright organised a ride to Scarborough. 
A good turnout completed the over 100-mile journey. Many thanks to all Wheelers for making the group the 
fantastic collection of cyclists it is.
Now for Special thanks to 
Mick Lovett                                             For all his secretarial duties over the last 20 years. 
                                                                  (An engraved Cup was presented to him in Appreciation)
Keith Benton                                           For the accounts and organising the Christmas Lunch in 2019
Patrick Hollier                                         For the Runs List
Andrew Monk & Adrian Setter            For their valiant efforts in developing the website
Pam Wilson                                              For all her work as Welfare Officer
                                                                  (Pam was presented with a Floral Bouquet in appreciation)
Robert Worral                                         For all the photos
                                                                    Plus, all others who have submitted photos for publication 

So, there we are, a very different year for the W Wheelers. I have really enjoyed my time with the Wheelers.
I joined in 2009 becoming a leader and Chair in 2010 and now is the time to give someone else the opportunity
to take the group onwards and upwards.

Secretary’s Report                Mick Lovett 
We started well until March 2020 when Covid stepped in and made the following a very difficult 
time for all of us who wanted to get out on our bikes with friends. We are slowly getting up and 
running and my best wishes after 20 years as Secretary go to all who carry on the Wednesday 
Wheeler ethos of Enjoying the friendship of fellow cyclists in the beautiful North Yorkshire 
countryside. 

Treasurer’s Report                               Keith Benton
This is a report for 18 months to 31st March 2021 as HQ took the opportunity of the various 
restrictions of COVID to bring the accounting year in line with the financial year.
In this year we should have enjoyed two Christmas get togethers, but Covid prevented the 2020 one.
Expenses I included a small amount of Welfare expenses (£12.50) in this total in error. Web services 
now form a major part of actual running expenses and so the provision of free refreshments at the 
AGM will likely disappear in future.

Welfare Officer’s report       Pam Wilson
No Report         Mick L. Thanked her for her devotion in contacting all those who have had health 
problems during her period of service, greatly appreciated. Followed by Loud applause from the W. 
Wheelers. 



Rides Co-ordinator Report    Patrick Holier
The club rides programme stopped on the 11/03/20 when the first COVID lockdown was introduced.
It’s a credit to club members that they kept riding during the epidemic aided by the introduction of 
some innovative ideas to maintain some social contact while adhering to government guidelines.
Relaxation of COVID restrictions has seen an evolution from solo riding in pairs, three’s sixes etc and 
eventually four distinct groups developed largely of members who rode together pre-pandemic.
The primary problem crated by the pandemic was that some members found it difficult to find 
companions to ride with. Other inconveniences were the closure of many cafes and where 
takeaways were available mid-winter al fresco ‘café stops’ were invariably a chilly experience. 
Since 07/07/21 club rides based upon the four groups that developed during the pandemic have 
resumed. The rides have started in different locations to reduce large numbers of cyclists gathering 
in one place and these have been open to ALL members.
                      
Item 8    Appointment of Auditor   To be arranged                      

Item 9 Motion- That the group wishes to retain its existing membership area arrangements.
             Unanimously accepted

Item 10     Proposals
1. All groups to start from Exhibition Square from August 25th, 2021 

             Prop. Mick L   Sec Phil 
            Unanimously accepted

2. That there will be a minimum of 4 rides with suggestions for total distance and average 
speeds for new members to be able to assess which ride they wish to join.                                
Prop Mick L.  Sec Phil S.

   Ride 1 Faster average speed, Rides 2 & 3 Slower average speed and Ride 4 Slowest average  
speed.                                                                                                                                                                     
This created some discussion and a proposal to refer to committee to clarify was unanimously 
accepted.
            
3. To promote cycling by encouraging new membership, especially women and younger 

cyclists. Cyclists unable to join midweek rides by offering introductory weekend 
rides.                         Prop   Patrick H.               Sec Martyn A.                                                            
Votes 31 For   6 Against   Abs 8

        Unanimously Carried

4.   Ride groups in adverse weather, can alter or cancel a ride using the forum to notify 
members.                                                                                                                                                     
  Prop    Murray Walsh Banks          Sec. Patrick H.                                                                           
Created much discussion as the above was set to be decided in advance because of weather 
forecasts and the plan to run the ride prior to the Wednesday. Overall, it was muted that 
weather forecasts are not always accurate, and the ride should stand, or be cancelled or 
postponed on the day.                                   Votes    For 13   Against 23                     

         Motion not carried            

5. To change the name of York Wednesday Wheelers to York Wheelers.                                  
6.  Prop Patrick H.    Sec Martyn A.                                                                                                         

Much discussion with long standing Clubs such as Sheffield Wednesday and Hull Thursday 
given as examples of those which do not necessarily play on those days.  
 Motion unanimously NOT ACCEPTED with York Wednesday Wheelers to retain its name



7. The Wednesday Wheelers should strive to be more inclusive and more responsive to the 
members, it should promote cycling in York. The committee should consult members and 
produce proposals that further these aims                                                                                      
Prop.   Eamon P.     Sec Andy C.     
Unanimous decision to put forward to committee for discussion. 

8. The Committee should consult members that will increase the number of leaders.     
Unanimous decision to refer to the Committee

9. Rides 1, 2 and 3 have different requirements The committee should consider a different Runs
Organiser for rides 1, and 2/3                               Prop Eamon P.   Sec. Andy C.     

This created some discussion but overall, not required at present. Dave Bean the new Rides Leader 
has a full data of rides over the past 11 years and will make up a library of rides available 

  

10. That the committee seeks volunteers for official posts on a job share basis. Such job shares 
roles would have one nominated person, able vote in any committee decisions.                    

 Prop. Keith B.     Sec Ann Benton                                                                                                
        Unanimous decisions that we retain the current position of single positions

Item 11       AOB

Andy C. We should carry on the position of Covid officer as nothing has really changed regarding the 
pandemic. 
Judy W. Holding the current position but retiring from it. It is a suggestion by CTC and not a 
requirement and further that it is in the interest of all Wheelers that they should be responsible for 
their own actions, so a Covid Officer is therefore not required.
Unanimous decision in the light of current events re Vaccinations etc that the position is not 
required.

Item 12.
Thanks for turning up for and pleased to see so many Wheelers here today. Looking forward a to a 
great cycling year.

Meeting Closed     14.50


